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Jesper Just
A Fine Romance Trilogy (The Sweetest Embrace of All,
No Man Is an Island, A Fine Romance), 2004
DVCAM, Duration: 15’22’’
Courtesy Galleri Nicolai Wallner, Copenhagen

A

lthough often interpreted as homo-erotic, Jesper Just’s work is better
supported as queer or perhaps even feminist should we accede that
feminism goes beyond the quest for sexual equality and accept that is is
the recognition of sexuality as a social construct. This trio of seemingly androcentric
works centres on the relationship between men, male role play, togetherness and
men’s handling of emotion. The performance of laying bare, filmed in real-life strip
clubs in each of these works, works an inversion, unveiling not the naked body of the
stage artist, but rather the vulnerable hearts and minds of the audience.

Pauline Boudry / Renate Lorenz
Charming for the revolution, 2009
DVD
Duration: 13’
Courtesy Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam

W

orking against simplification which would allow for facile assimilation,
Pauline Boudry/Renate Lorenz create opaque works which obfuscate
ready meaning. Winking at1960s underground performer and filmmaker
Jack Smith, they recreate an ambiguous, Fassbinder-looking housewife, who recites
the manifesto Wages for Housework from a set of jumbled speech cards. Boudry/
Lorenz further complicate their web of associations by evoking Deleuze-Guattari’s
becoming-animal, together with the figure of the nineteenth-century dandy in
plumes, who resists the pace of industrialization by walking a turtle.

Claudia Ulisses
Utopia, Mod. 273/99, 1999
Video
Duration: 4’26’’
Courtesy of the artist
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F

rom the construction and cutting of moulds to the making and finishing of the
product, Utopia, Mod. 273/99 presents moving images of a real-life clothing
factory in the north of Portugal where all signs of manual labour have been
intentionally and laboriously deleted. Thousands of families once thrived on this
industry. Produced in 1999, this low-tech video of a production line makes reference
to a utopian society where repetitive work would be performed by machines, leaving
man to other more uplifting activities. From a distance of fourteen years, and when
screened in Cape Town, this almost prescient piece re-awakens the ghosts of factories
and the dialectic of a still on-going utopian process.

Adrián Paci
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Centro di Permanenza Temporanea, 2007
Video, Duration: 5’30’’
Courtesy of the artist and kaufmann repetto, Milan

A

drián Paci’s Centro di Permanenza Temporanea (2007) is as compelling
today as it was six years ago. Filmed on location on a runway in San José,
California, with immigrant day labourers, some illegal, Albanian artist Paci
captures the pervasive insecurity, anxiety and sense of imprisonment that dominates the
life of the migrant worker. The title, borrowed from detention centres created by Italian
authorities to house refugees and illegal immigrants, suggests the entrapment and
drama of being permanently temporary, permamently dispensible, permanently bare.

Allan Sekula and Noël Burch
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The Forgotten Space, 2010
Digital, Duration: 112’
Courtesy of Doc.Eye Film

T

he late Allan Sekula was an influential artist, writer and teacher who for many
years fixed his lens on neo-liberal capital flow by way of the sea. Working
with film theorist Noël Burch, The Forgotten Space is a visual essay of epic
proportion, one that tackles the global supply chain of today, which has lead many
economies, and perhaps our own, to the abyss. The project of Sekula and co-director
Burch signals how, in Rancierian terms, immaterial capitalism cannot delete the
materiality of bodies. The Forgotten Space was awarded the Special Orizzonti Jury
prize at the Venice Film Festival in 2010.
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co Araújo

A

bout Being Different represents the outcome of a two-month residency by
artist Vasco Araújo at BALTIC, Newcastle Gateshead in 2007. With this work,
Araújo revisits one of opera’s classic studies of the isolated, misunderstood,
rejected individual: Benjamin Britten’s masterpiece Peter Grimes about a man who
is feared, even hated for not fitting in. Araújo collaborated with five local vicars
to explore ideas of community and marginality. This piece obliquely unearths
certain parallels between the artist himself, the composer and character of Grimes.
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About Being Different, 2007
Video, Duration: 18’24’’
Performed by: Revd. Bernice Broggio; Revd. Jim Craig; Revd. Canon Ray
Knell; Revd. Val Sheddon; Revd. Mark Worthington.
Courtesy of the artist
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